Introduction
In order to improve our understanding of the processes driving climate change, a detailed knowledge of coupled oceanic-atmospheric dynamics is crucial. . [1988] report that the youngest aplanktic zone extends into the Holocene up to •7 kyr B.P. Hemteben et at. [1996] concluded that the establishment of full modem-type water exchange occurred during the early Holocene around 8 kyr B.P. Although both estimates deviate, they imply that formation of RSW with salinities significantly higher than those today may have continued well into the Holocene. A higher salinity probably resulted in a higher RSW contribution to the RSW mix off Somalia, the latter being denser than today. Any outflow of 
Constraints on RSW Mixing
In the following section we assess the T-S properties of pure RSW during the early Holocene and the possible change in contribution to the mixed RSW found off Somalia. We use simple modeling experiments that combine the necessary T-S-related density enhancement and its effect on •80. in RSW (see above). For our numerical experiments we therefore assessed a simple mixing between RSW and CDW. In the first mixing experiment we assume that temperature and salinity differences between RSW and CDW are mixed at equal rates. In two further experiments, however, we take into account that with high T-S differences between deepwater masses, these parameters mix at different rates. This effect is due to double diffusion, where temperature is mixed 100 times faster than salinity (for review, see Schmitt [1994] ). This process acts on molecular to centimeter scales. Its effect on the differential T-S mixing between large water masses is smaller, and its role in ocean circulation has been explored based on, for example, global ocean simulations. Rea- Using this case study as an example, we speculate that similar processes may also have occurred at other inlets of marginal seas (e.g., the inflow of Mediterranean overflow water to the Atlantic Ocean). Additional studies with the highest possible time resolution are required to further our understanding of the processes that are linked to the advection of water from marginal seas like the Red Sea. This approach would help to assess the impact of a deeper settling high-salinity water mass, and the according excess salt at depth, on the large-scale deep ocean circulation: a point that will lead to more precise reconstructions of the short-term dynamics in the deep ocean.
